
Apartment Rosalp 
Verbier, Switzerland

To Book, call +44 (0)203 432 7784

Combining alpine chic with an ideal 
location at the heart of buzzing 
Verbier, Apartment Rosalp puts 
you at the heart of the action on 
a luxury ski holiday. A short stroll 
from the Medran and its main ski 
lift, it’s the perfect spot for exploring 
Verbier’s thriving apres ski, dining 
and shopping scene.

Walk through the grand entrance 
of the impressive building where 
this luxury ski chalet is located, and 
you’ll immediately feel at home. A 
lift whisks you to Apartment Rosalp 
which is arranged over the third 
floor. Wood panelling and quirky 
decor make for a contemporary, 
relaxed vibe and the open plan 
kitchen and dining area was 
designed with convenience in mind. 
The well-equipped kitchen can 
be fully stocked, at your request, 
before you arrive on your luxury ski 
holiday. 

What we love...

The spacious terrace which is the perfect spot for enjoying a glass of bubbly and 
taking in the mountain views.
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The grand dining table is perfect for 
memorable meal times filled with 
chat and laughter. Afterwards why 
not steal away to this luxury ski 
chalet’s spacious terrace accessed 
through floor to ceiling sliding doors, 
its the ideal spot to enjoy a glass of 
something fizzy. Or the large comfy 
L shaped sofa in the living room in 
front of the open fireplace provides 
peace and relaxation after a day on 
the slopes. 

With such easy access to the bars, 
boutiques and restaurants at this 
buzzing resort, you’ll never be bored 
at this luxury ski chalet in Verbier. 
But if you’re looking for something 
even more adrenaline charged, 
such as heli-skiing, simply ask your 
concierge to arrange it for you. 

During the warmer months, Verbier 
transforms into a playground for 
cyclists, golfers, horse riders and 
climbers, perfect for a summer 
chalet holiday in the Alps.



Rooms

This luxury ski chalet in Verbier 
sleeps 6 people in 3 bedrooms. 

Bedroom one 
Double bedroom; en-suite shower 
room. 

Bedroom two 
Double bedroom; en-suite shower 
room and access to the terrace. 

Bedroom three 
Double/twin bedroom; separate 
shower room and access to the 
terrace.
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Eating

Apartment Rosalp is ideal for those 
wishing to self-cater during their 
luxury ski holiday. At your request, 
the modern, well-equipped kitchen 
can be stocked with groceries 
including fresh, local produce before 
your arrival. 

The chalet’s ideal location, at the 
heart of Verbier, means that you 
are perfectly placed to sample the 
exclusive bars and restaurants 
in this cosmopolitan resort. Your 
concierge will be more than happy 
to advise and arrange restaurant 
reservations during your luxury ski 
chalet holiday too.

On some weeks and at additional 
cost, Apartment Rosalp can be taken 
on a bed & breakfast basis, with 
daily continental breakfast set up 
and cleared away.
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Kids

Children are most welcome at this 
luxury ski chalet. Junior skiers will 
love being so close to the action and 
children’s ski lessons are readily 
available. You’ll waste no valuable 
snow time travelling to the slopes, 
each morning, as you’re just a one-
minute stroll from the main Medran 
lift. Your concierge can arrange 
childcare during your stay, leaving 
you reassured that everything is 
covered on your luxury ski chalet 
holiday.

For those travelling with tiny ones, 
essential equipment such as a high 
chair and cot are available, on 
request.

Location

This luxury ski chalet is located 
in the centre of the Swiss resort 
of Verbier. It is just a couple of 
minutes walk to the Medran lift 
and the resort centre is on your 
doorstep.

Transfers from Geneva Airport take 
approximately 2 hours by car.
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Staff

Firefly pre-arrival concierge service 

Chalet staff include: 
Daily housekeeping 
In-resort concierge service 

Additional staff such as nannies and 
massage therapists can be arranged 
on request.

Facilities

South-facing terrace
TV/DVD
Music system
Well-equipped kitchen 
Open fireplace
Shared ski room 
Underground parking for one car 
Lift from ground floor to apartment 
Private laundry facilities 
Wifi
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